AMERICA’S MEMORIAL TO OUR FOUNDER

The Delayed Scheme to be Immediately Launched
When three and a half years ago that great and worthy man, my revered and honored father,
who has been used of God in the founding of The Salvation Army, was promoted to his eternal
reward, instinctively and instantly the multitude whom he had blessed and inspired felt that there
should be some fitting expression of gratitude to God for so noble a life. This desire or conviction
was as wide as the world, and opportunity has favored many peoples, so that in various lands
already memorials of a most substantial character have been built, and others are in course of
erection.
Abundant evidence revealed that the American people were neck and neck with the leaders in
every part of the world in high reverence and devoted love for the late General, and immediately
there was manifested here a very strong purpose suitably to perpetuate his name and worthily
to acknowledge the worth of his great life.
This desire took active shape in New York City by the formation of a committee of one hundred
men and women from the foremost walks of life, and it was unanimously decided to build a great
training institution wherein men and women could be fitted for leadership in the maintenance
and extension of the work which God had used my father to establish and direct with such
astonishing success for so many years, to the blessing of the poorest and the saving of the worst
in all parts of the world.
The Salvation Army itself, with its ten thousand throbbing activities, will ever be the most
illustrious memorial possible. This is our faith, and this is the fact; but these only serve to intensify
the desire and purpose to provide in every way for both its perpetuation and its progress. The
work will ever stand, for God is its sure Foundation.
The time has now come when we must realize our desires and purposes, and speedily provide
the great MEMORIAL TRAINING COLLEGE planned. A good beginning was made over three
years ago; but one or two other great efforts had the right of way, and Wisdom said: “Wait until
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the field is less full”; and then further postponement was caused by the sad war now being
waged.
However, we have happily reached the time when action – individual and united, strong and
successful – must obtain, and I here announce that the organization is well-nigh complete for the
greatest financial effort ever undertaken by The Army, in which we pledge ourselves to raise the
HALF MILLION DOLLARS required for the building of this National Training College.
Included in this appeal are two or three sums of importance needed for the erection of a Bowery
hall and institution and the clearing of our Rescue Home and Maternity Hospital on Fifteenth
Street of its property debt, and also the commitment for the Harlem building.
The Training College is the most pressing need we know, and I cannot too seriously state that
fact. Our present rented quarters are woefully and totally inadequate, and we owe it to the young
men and women who lay themselves upon the altar for this great service to provide them with
proper training under the most approved conditions. We also owe such a memorial to him, who,
with such worthy self-sacrifice, so nobly gave his life to the birth and upbuilding of this great
work, and more than all, we owe it to our God.
Only a few days ago I received a letter from a gentleman, who, upon reading one of our
publications, was stirred to think of my noble father’s address and work, and this thought took a
most practical and most deeply appreciated form. He sent a check for $5,000 toward the support
of the work.
Are there not one hundred well-wishers who will join, and with similar action, meet this most
seriously pressing need?
The fullest co-operation possible on the part of all is desired and sought. Your prayer and faith
and help are claimed so that the great Memorial Training College shall speedily become a fact.

(March 11th, 1916)
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